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No-contest plea in fatal Oakmont crash
77-year-old driver could face up
to decade in prison for striking
two elderly pedestrians, killing one
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

An elderly Oakmont woman who earlier this
year drove her car into two pedestrians, killing one
of them, faces a possible prison term after pleading no contest Wednesday to felony vehicular manslaughter while intoxicated, and driving under the
influence of a combination of prescription drugs

and alcohol.
Gayle Gray, 77, could get up to nine years, eight
months behind bars when she is sentenced by
Sonoma County Superior Court Judge Jamie Thistlethwaite on June 21.
The retired real estate broker appeared in court
for a preliminary hearing in the Jan. 20 crash at
the Santa Rosa retirement community that killed
Jackie Simon, 85, and injured Josephine Ross, 91.
Instead, she settled the case, pleading as charged.
Gray said outside court she decided not to fight the
allegations out of sympathy for the victims’ relatives.
“I’m just totally upset and sad for the families,”

Gayle Gray,
center, leaves
Sonoma County
Superior Court
in Santa Rosa
on Wednesday
with her son,
Scott, and her
daughter, who
didn’t want
her name
published, after
her preliminary
hearing.
KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Crossroads for agency

Republican presidential
candidate Donald Trump

Trump
takes
GOP’s
reins
Facing divided party,
presumptive nominee
plans to court donors
By PHILIP RUCKER
AND ROBERT COSTA
WASHINGTON POST

Donald Trump assumed control of the Republican Party on
Wednesday as its presumptive
presidential nominee after Ohio
Gov. John Kasich exited the
race, moving swiftly to consider
vice-presidential prospects and
plan for what
INSIDE
is expected to
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Trump, who
has proudly touted how he has
self-funded his campaign, said
he would begin actively seeking
donations for his campaign and
raise money for the national
party, part of the arduous task
of coalescing a party deeply divided over his toxic brand of
politics.
Party leaders are scrambling
to stave off a parade of prominent Republicans endorsing
Clinton, but already there were

BETH SCHLANKER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

RENEWABLE OPTIONS: RJ McCortney of Westcoast Solar Energy installs solar panels at Michel-Schlumberger Winery in Healdsburg last month. The Sonoma Clean Power
board is considering whether to support small, local green-energy suppliers, expand into the electric vehicle sector, beef up agency reserves or reduce electricity rates.

Power supplier weighs cutting rates, funding new projects
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

wo years ago, Sonoma Clean Power
launched as a public startup in
a business dominated locally by
PG&E, a private-sector energy giant that
has served households and businesses in
Sonoma County for more than a century.
The new venture’s supporters promised
consumers a greener brand of electricity
built upon greater use of renewable power,
from solar, wind and other non-fossil-fuel
burning sources.

For consumers, that basic service has
been cheaper than PG&E’s, shaving an
average of 2 percent off monthly electricity bills and saving customers as much
as $50 million since its start in May 2014,
according to Sonoma Clean Power.
The agency, which includes the county
and eight of its nine cities, now serves
196,000 residential and commercial accounts, representing 89 percent of eligible electricity customers. It has reached
profitability faster than projected, paying
off startup loans and stockpiling reserves
amounting to 10 percent of its $165.5 mil-

lion annual budget. As of March 31, its net
income — revenue from customer bills minus electricity purchases and operational
costs — was $21 million for the fiscal year,
a threefold increase over projections.
“I’m incredibly proud of the fact that
we’ve moved from starting with borrowed
money to paying off all our debt. We set
really strong goals, and we’ve beaten
every one of them,” said Geof Syphers, the
agency’s chief executive officer.
The venture now finds itself at a crossTURN TO POWER » PAGE A8
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‘Peanuts’ fan Obama writes intro to book
By CHRIS SMITH
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Even presidents love “Peanuts.”
When connoisseurs of Charles Schulz open up
the 25th collection of his comic strips, they’ll find
an affectionate foreword by Barack Obama.
“I grew up with ‘Peanuts,’ ” Obama wrote. “But
I never outgrew it.”
He says in his five-paragraph introduction to
Fantagraphics Books’ new hardcover volume of
“The Complete Peanuts” that will go on sale next
week that longtime Sonoma County resident
Schulz “treated childhood with all the poignant

and tender complexity it deserves. He gave voice
to all its joys and anxieties.”
For Obama to pen the book’s foreword was a
triumph for the Schulz family, the Schulz Museum and all involved in maintaining the art and
wisdom of “Sparky” Schulz, who died in Santa
Rosa in 2000.
“I don’t know how you could get better than
the sitting president of the United States,” said
Melissa Menta, an executive with Peanuts Worldwide and the brand management firm Iconix
Brand Group.
TURN TO ‘PEANUTS’ » PAGE A8
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The newest collection of ‘Peanuts’ comic
strips, with a foreword by President
Barack Obama, goes on sale next week.

